WNBR-C 2007 RIDE GUIDELINES
1. YOU MUST completely read this note and bring it with you
along with your bike or skates for admission to the pre-ride
gathering.
2. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT arrive naked or be anywhere near
the park naked.
3. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT carry open alcohol.
4. DO NOT leave litter in park or gathering location.
5. Exposed genitals or female nipples may make you a target for
arrest. Do so at your own risk, and not until ride is underway.
Even naked butts may be risky. Remain minimally covered or
body painted at all times.
6. Obey traffic laws such as signals, signs, and lanes.
7. If confronted by police OBEY COMMANDS! COMPLY! DO
NOT ESCALATE! DO NOT ARGUE. Say "Yes Officer". If told
to put something on, simply do so immediately!
8. This ride is monitored by National Lawyers Guild volunteers
who can serve as witnesses in case of police engagement.
In case of arrest immediately call the NLG office at
312-913-0039
9. Remember the purpose of the ride: To Promote Freedom from
oil dependency and promote positive body image. Not to
antagonize residents and authorities.
10. For maximum First Amendment protection (freedom of speech
and peaceable assembly), integrate nudity with your
message. Some ACLU examples include: "this naked body
burns calories not oil", “nude not lewd”, “no concealed
WMDs”, “stripped of our rights”, “naked is how vulnerable I
feel sharing the roads with cars”, …
11. No photographs allowed at gathering location except by preauthorized personnel.
12. To relieve overcrowding if you do not require body-paint
please go from check-in to a nearby pub/diner such as
Twisted Spoke (501 N Ogden), Cobra Lounge (235 N
Ashland), Sip Coffee (1223 W Grand), etc., then join us at
gathering immediately before departure BY 8:45pm.
13. For more information see
http://worldnakedbikeride.org/chicago
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